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Abstract 
The main objective of this paper is to initiate and open a wider discussion on library design and learning facilities in Malaysia. It 
tries to take some lesson from one of the greatest modern American Architect which is Frank Lloyd Wright. The discussion itself 
will consist of four (4) parts. First part will discuss on the current problem and situation in reading and library issues in Malaysia 
while the second part will try to explore and review on the definition of outdoor learning with its importance and character in 
learning environment. The third part will focused on the Frank Lloyd Wright’s sustainable approaches in spatial and landscape 
arrangement while the last part will do some analysis and comparison which result on the suggestion and recommendation for 
outdoor learning facilities design in Malaysia. With some understanding from the established environmental approaches of Frank 
Lloyd Wright’s above it is expected that we can reconstruct and redefine some framework and guideline for future outdoor 
facilities design in Malaysia. 
© 2011 Published by Elsevier Ltd. 
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1. Introduction 
In 1982, the National Literacy Survey carried out by the National Library reported that Malaysians only read an 
average of one to two pages a year. Fortunately, the reading habit among Malaysians improved to two books per 
year when the National Literacy Survey was repeated in 1996. Nonetheless, the last National Literacy Survey 
carried out in 2005 reported that Malaysians still read an average of two books a year. In short, there had been no 
improvement. 
The  last  survey  also  reported  that  Malaysians  read  increasingly  less  as  they  grew  older.  By  the  age  of  50,  for  
example, only 20% of Malaysians would still continue to read books, a drop from 40% (a figure which is already 
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pathetic) from those in the mid-twenties to thirties age group but survey also stated that the children in Malaysia 
read less book than the adult. 
2. Reading and Library Issue in Malaysia 
   Although Malaysia has among the highest literacy rates in South-East Asia, Malaysians prefer light reading 
material like newspapers and magazines to books. Deputy Prime Minister and Education Minister Tan Sri 
Muhyiddin Yassin said at the launch of the Kuala Lumpur International Book Fair 2009 at the Putra World Trade 
Centre.  According to literacy statistics, out of 85% of Malaysians who read regularly, 77% of them prefer 
newspapers, 3% read magazines, 3% read books and 1.6% read comics. 
“If we were to compare with American citizens, 53% of them read fiction and 43% of them read 
non-fiction books.“ Malaysians are more inclined to read light material while citizens from 
developed countries read books,The UN Development Programme’s 2007/2008 report said the 
literacy rate of Malaysians, at 93.2%, was behind developed countries like Japan, Britain, the 
United States, Australia and Germany, which have literacy rates of 99%. We still have room for 
improvement in terms of increasing the literacy rate to 99% by 2020 and the quality of material 
that we read. Parents play an important role in nurturing the reading habit among their children. 
Students should read more books, not just revision books or textbooks for examinations.” 
   Prof. Ambigapathy Pandian from Universiti Sains Malaysia (USM) has perhaps studied the most on the reading 
habits of Malaysians. In an interesting paper by him in 2000, he surveyed that 80.1% of university students are 
“reluctant” readers in English-language materials. In other words, 80.1% university students read because they have 
to. Interestingly, Malay and Indian students have a higher tendency to seek English-language reading materials than 
the Chinese. Based on his survey, Prof. Pandian also outlined a profile of a habitual reader in English.  
The Malaysian education system is in dire straits. With the education system reverting back to Malay language as 
the medium of instruction in schools and the government desperately plugging all holes in a sinking boat, I strongly 
believe the key to improving our education is the inculcation of a strong reading habit among all Malaysians. 
Although the government has launched several reading campaigns (the recent one is the Mari Membaca 1Malaysia,
launched in March 2010) to increase the reading habit among Malaysians throughout the years, obviously these 
campaigns aren’t quite working as desired. 
A reading habit is an essential life skill. Reading not only increases our knowledge, but it also builds maturity and 
character, sharpens our thinking, and widens our awareness in social, economic, political, and environmental issues. 
What most of us don’t know that, unlike speech, reading is a learned skill; our brains aren’t hard-wired to read. 
Although a baby can pick up speech from listening to others talking, reading requires learning. In other words, 
reading takes effort. It is hard work. But it builds our brain muscles. The effort to inculcate a reading habit pays off 
handsomely, either directly or indirectly, in our lives. 
3. Children Learning Development and The Importance of Outdoor Learning 
The National Association for the Education of Young Children (NAEYC) has articulated a position statement on 
principles of child development and learning that inform developmentally appropriate practice (NAEYC, 1997). 
Child development encompasses several domains: cognitive, social, physical, and emotional. While developmental 
stages occur in an ordered progression and new skills are dependent on old skills, the rate at which each child 
develops differs. In addition, an individual child can progress through different domains at different rates (NAEYC, 
1997). That is, not only do different children develop at different rates, but an individual child may progress 
unevenly within different domains. For example, a child may have a highly developed sense of kinetics, spatial 
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relationships, and fine motor skills. The same child may experience language difficulty. Children at the same 
developmental level may have different ways of knowing and learning and different ways of demonstrating what 
they know (Vandergrift, 1996; Gardner, 1999). Each child is unique and "variation is not only to be expected but 
also valued" (NAEYC, 1997). Children's skill in spelling, typing, spacing, punctuation, syntax, alphabetization, 
scanning, and tracking may vary (Busey & Doerr, 1993). Children in the same class at school may differ in their 
ability to decode, follow directions, and stay on task. In order to accommodate varying developmental rates, learning 
styles, and preferences of children in the same class who share hardware and software, systems should have, for 
example, the option of keyboarding or point and click navigation.  
Children need to broaden and deepen the knowledge they already have, and they need the opportunity to relate 
this new information to something in their experience that they already understand (NAEYC, 1997). They need both 
the challenge of new experience and the opportunity to practice skills they already possess. Vygotsky's Zone of 
Proximal Development is "the distance between the actual developmental level as determined by independent 
problem solving and the level of potential development as determined through problem solving under adult guidance 
or  in  collaboration  with  more  capable  peers"  (Vygotsky,  1978,  p.  86).  A  variation  of  this  is  Kuhlthau's  Zone  of  
Intervention, "that area in which a user can do with guidance and assistance what he or she could not do alone" in 
the Information Search Process (Kuhlthau, 1993, p. 176). Developmentally appropriate outdoor and natural 
environments for children support both mastery of knowledge and growth. Play is an important part of a child's 
social, emotional, physical, and cognitive development. It gives the child an opportunity to practice new skills and 
construct meaning without risk (NAEYC, 1997). Play is important because it enables children to become familiar 
with materials and concepts. Play becomes even more valuable when it offers feedback that the child can interpret 
(Bowman & Beyer, 1994). 
There are many definition in order to express the meaning of the outdoor learning.  The definition are classified 
into two(2) categories, ‘Psychosocial definitions’ and ‘Environmental Definitions’. Based on C. A. Lewis, 1975, 
The Administration of Outdoor Education Programs.  Dubuque, IA: Kendall-Hunt, the outdoor learning in term of 
‘Psychosocial definitions’ is- “appeals to the use of the senses - audio, visual, taste, touch, and smell - for 
observation and perception.”. For the other side definition- ‘Environmental Definitions’, the outdoor learning have 
been defined as - “an experiential method of learning by doing, which takes place primarily through exposure to 
the out-of-doors. In outdoor education, the emphasis for the subject of learning is placed on RELATIONSHIPS: 
relationships concerning human and natural resources.” Priest, S. (1988).  Another definition can be find as: 
-“an experiential method of learning by doing, which takes place primarily through exposure to the out-of-
doors. In outdoor education, the emphasis for the subject of learning is placed on RELATIONSHIPS: 
relationships concerning human and natural resources.” Priest, S. (1988).   
Based on the previous discussion about the development of children’s teaching and learning its clearly shown 
that each of the child required a conducive environment to grow and learn, is make outdoor learning will be one of 
the importance element in developing their reading and intellectual interest. This is a stepping stone for a new 
preschool’s teaching and learning system and module in Malaysia in order to produce more intellectual, critical, 
outspoken, independence and expression generation.  
4. Study on Frank Lloyd Wright’s Thought in Learning from Nature 
Frank Lloyd Wright was one of the best references of an architect whose design is very close with its nature. The 
building is always designed to be part of its landscape setting. Even though not many record stated about Mr. Wright 
designing a library but his approaches and understanding of nature will be a valuable reference for the outdoor 
learning setting and design of library facilities in Malaysia. Based on the understanding, nature was “The only body 
of God that you can see”, Frank Lloyd Wright strongly hold the concept of nature as the reflected God that should 
respected and appreciated by man. 
“The real body of our universe is spiritualities-the real body of the real life we live. From the waist up 
we’re spiritual at least. Our true humanity begins from the belt up, doesn’t it? There in comes the 
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difference between the animal and the man. Man is chiefly animal until he makes something of himself in 
the life of the spirit so that he becomes spiritually inspired-spiritually aware. Until then he is not 
creative. He can’t be. “(Wright, Frank Lloyd, Truth against the World, pg 270) 
This clearly shown from the prairie houses and most of his public building a consistency that a building is a man’s 
product that should bow and adapt their own character and strength from the nature and its natural surroundings.  
Building should able to adapt with its context. This approaches made Frank Lloyd Wright buildings integrated with 
the site, does not shouting arrogantly to show themselves but speaks harmony with anything that be around them. 
Figure 1. Frank Lloyd Wright buildings that shown the power and respect to the nature and surrounding to the place of each building that has 
been constructed. 
The result of Frank Lloyd Wright life’s research that his original thought and concept comes from his childhood 
environment. Attention from his mother and his experience such along working in his uncle’s farm has formed and 
practice his mind to appreciate and look into the nature as an element that cannot be separated in once design 
planning. That is the main factor to determine a design. 
“She (Wright’s mothers) loved to pick windflowers in the hills and meadows, studying them, 
arranging them in cluster, explaining to him the intricate formation of the petals in relation to leaves 
and stem. She love ferns because of their geometric design and passed that love to her son…” 
(Wright, Olgivanna Lloyd (1966), Frank Lloyd wright: His Life, His Work and His Words, pg 15). 
Idea and thinking that the nature owns a great power have a large and important implication in design. This make 
Wright’s architecture speak through the material utilization, design process and how to standardize the scale and 
comparison in a very nature and humane ways. The idea of the power of the nature has also produce a concept about 
sustainable life. There are two dimensions in Wright thinking and philosophy in sustainable life: nature dimension 
as physical aspect and social dimension which is thinking and man understanding as spiritual aspect. The nature 
dimension talks about the struggle to look after and treat the nature as a God production that should be sustained, 
even the quality of supportive side should be upgraded while the social dimension brought the idea of social 
responsibilities and community understanding. 
“We must conceive and integrate: begin again at the beginning to build the right kind of building in 
the right way in the right place for the right kind of people.” (Wright, Frank Lloyd (1949), Genius 
and Mobocracy, pg 13) 
Wright  starting  point  learning  as  an  architect  is  comes  from  Anna  Lloyd  Jones,  his  own  mother  which  is  a  
teacher and his main inspiration. However his mother famously known as an influential and intelligent women with 
her vision and strong desire. This clearly shown in Wright writing which is explaining the perception of his mother 
environment. 
“Education was Sister Anna’s passion even while very young. All this family was imbued with the 
idea of education as salvation…soon she became a teacher in the countryside, riding a horse over 
the hills and through the woods to and from her school each day. Old men in the neighborhood still 
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speak of Sister Anna as their teacher, with admiration and respect.”(Wright, Frank Lloyd (1943), an 
autobiography, pg 9). 
 “Mother learned that Frederick Froebel taught that children should not be allowed to draw from 
casual appearances of nature until they had first mastered the basic form lying hidden behind 
appearances” (Wright, Frank Lloyd (1957), a Testament, pg 19). 
The education of this basic shape trained the Wright’s ability during his childhood until he become to be a great 
designer “All in my fingers to this day”, the confession of Wright. With this method in Wright opinion, designing 
was fun.  Other source of Wright’s design talent is came from “German Paper” with interesting colour ,  usually it  
was cut and will be arranged suitable with his desire, structural game with toothpick, straw and plant and dry twig.  
Even, Anna always asks Wright to look into the nature and teaches a lot of things to Wright.  
Wright’s understanding and his love to the nature keep growing when he was send by his mother to stay with his 
uncle, James Lloyd at Wisconsin. In these adventures alone-abroad in the wooded hills to fetch the cows, he, 
barefoot, bare head urchin, was insatiable, curious and venturesome. So he learned to know the wood, from the trees 
above to shrubs below a grass beneath. And the millions of curious lives had hidden in surface of the ground, among 
roots, stems, and mold. For Wright, to form a building must begin from the natures.  Build a structure with nature 
integration and human without damaging the natures surrounding. 
5. Application of  Wright Approaches in Library Learning Facilities 
As  the  discussion  above,  Wright’s  approaches  to  the  nature  has  produced  a  thought  in  the  application  of  the  
concept in outdoor learning facilities. There are several examples of nature approaches in the outdoor learning 
school that so called Sekolah Alam in Indonesia as can be see below: 
Figure 2.  Some outdoor learning facilities as a tool to develop children’s interest in reading the nature 
This nature approach has means with the Wright words: 
“Why is any cow, red, black or white, always in just the right place for a picture in any landscape? 
Like a cypress tree in Italy, she is never wrongly placed. Her outlines quite down so well into 
whatever contours surround her…”( Wright, Frank Lloyd. An Autobiography. pg 23).
Facility design that respect nature without losing the nature structure that certainly formed naturally because to 
Wright the natures itself is “The only body of God that you can see”. Nature beneficial in learning system also is 
one adaptation of Wright approach that respects nature because there are thousand answers to all issues as he stated:
“Young Wright saw that nature was a wonderful teacher and had answers to many question that theoretical 
learning could not explain nearly so well.” (Peter Blake, Master Builders, pg 270). 
For Wright, to form a building must begin from the natures.  Build a structure with nature integration and human 
without damaging the natures surrounding is in his heart.  
6. Conclusion 
A lesson from Wright’s design in outdoor learning design application has produced a learning process- “Smart 
Green Education”.  Another  new method with  the  concept  of  respect  and utilize  the  nature  as  a  main  method in  
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teaching and learning for Pre-School stage. It is a experience learning method by doing and practical in exposing the 
outdoor world.  In outdoor education, the core of the learning is place on RELATIONSHIP: a relationship about 
man and nature sources. Facility design that respect nature without losing the nature structure that certainly formed 
naturally because to Wright the natures itself is “The only body of God that you can see”. 
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